"The Ancient City" (Rome and Athens) is a superb compilation of facts, graphics, photographs, architectural exploration, city planning and civilization lifestyle. It is all here between the covers of this wonderful book. Almost every area of not only the city planning, but also the everyday lives of those inhabiting ancient Rome and Athens is covered enthusiastically. The book is in two sections: Athens, and Rome. All areas of life are carefully described in a succinct way. To understand how and why each city evolved from small ancient settlements to the vast metropolitan centres of The Ancient City book. Read 11 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. In this superbly illustrated volume, Athens and Rome, the two great...Â In this superbly illustrated volume, Athens and Rome, the two greatest cities of antiquity, spring to life under the masterful pen of Peter Connolly. All the historical and archaeological evidence has been seamlessly pieced together to reconstruct the architectural wonders of these mighty civilizations. Re creating public buildings, religious temples, shops, and houses, Con In this superbly illustrated volume, Athens and Rome, the two greatest cities of antiquity, spring to life under the masterful pen of Peter Connolly. Product Information. Includes reconstructions of buildings that explore these two great cities and the lives of the people who inhabited them. This title includes illustrations and reconstructions, by Peter Connolly, that blend with their draughtsmanship, imagination, and research. It is suitable for readers, from young adults to professional historians.Â Peter Connolly is one of the foremost writers and illustrators on the subject of the ancient world. His best-selling books are popular throughout the world. He is an Honorary Research Fellow of the Institute of Archaeology, London, and has studied at the British School in Athens and in Rome. Co-author Hazel Dodge is a scholar of international reputation, known for her publications on Roman architecture and construction. Country of Publication. The ancient cities of classical Athens and Rome are described and explored in the book, "The Ancient City, Life in Classical Athens and Rome." Although there is some mention of wars and conflicts and the defeat and victories of some of their rulers, the main emphasis of this book is daily living, the mores and laws of the time and the religious practices of the cultures. One of the major topics (read more from the Study Guide). Study Pack. The The Ancient City: Life in Classical Athens & Rome Study Pack contains: The Ancient City Study Guide. Daily Life in the Roman City: Rome, Pompeii and Ostia: Rome, Pompeii, and Ostia. Gregory S. Aldrete. 4.5 out of 5 stars 29.Â Peter Connolly is one of the foremost writers and illustrators on the subject of the ancient world. He is an Honorary Research Fellow of the Institute of Archaeology, London, and has studied at the British School in Athens and in Rome. Co-author Hazel Dodge is a scholar of international reputation, known for her publications on Roman architecture and construction. Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.